Got the Skills?
Get the Recognition for course 17690
Property Services (Valuation)
(Advanced Diploma)

You don’t need to study what you already know! The skills, knowledge and experience you have gained from your previous learning, work experience and life in general may be taken into account. This is called recognition.

To apply for credit in one or more units you must clearly show that you have the equivalent and relevant skills, knowledge and experience of the unit or group of units.

Complete the relevant unit forms below, include your evidence and attach the Enrolment Adjustment Recognition form. Place this on top of your completed application as a cover sheet.

Keep a copy of all completed forms for your records.

Recognition for Unit of Competency forms

CPPDSM3006A - Collect and process property information
CPPDSM3014A - Undertake property inspection
CPPDSM3016A - Work in the property industry
CPPDSM4026A - Analyse property and facility information
NSWTVAL611A - Identify and Interpret statutory planning processes
NSWTVAL613A - Identify and Interpret property economic concepts
NSWTVAL612A - Select, use and maintain technology for the property industry
NSWTVAL624A - Apply legal principles to property valuation
NSWTVAL614A - Use financial concepts to assess property
NSWTVAL621A - Collect and apply statistical data to assess property
NSWTVAL622A - Interpret basic survey Data
NSWTVAL625A - Determine residential value and report
NSWTVAL619A - Determine valuations for rating and statutory Requirements
NSWTVAL627A - Produce valuations for fractional interests in property
NSWTVAL620B - Cost construction of property for progress payments
NSWTVAL629A - Produce valuations for insurance purposes
NSWTVAL630A - Relate accounting and taxation concepts to property matters
CPPDSM6005A - Develop a property investment strategy
CPPDSM6010A - Manage performance of property investment
NSWTVAL608B - Use advanced computing skills to support property valuation
NSWTVAL618A - Determine industrial property values and report
NSWTVAL628A - Determine special use property value and report
NSWTVAL601B - Give evidence in legal proceedings of property related matters
BSBMGT609A - Manage Risk
CPPDSM6002A - Conduct a property investment feasibility study
NSWTVAL617A - Determine retail, commercial property values and report
NSWTVAL626A - Determine rural property value and report
CPPDSM4033A - Assess and value goods chattels, plant and equipment
CPPDSM6001A - Determine viability of regeneration options in the property industry
NSWTSM202B - Participate in work experience
NSWTSM402A - Participate in and evaluate work experience

Can't find the form you are looking for or need more help? Contact the Recognition Desk